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Abstract: If the completely regular space x’ admits a quasi-perfect map onto :hz Dieudcrnne’ 
complete semi-metric space Y, then SX, the Dieudonnb completion of X, is subparacompar-t; if 
in additinrl., 1” is a Moore space, then SX is a subparacompact p-space. 
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In [8 I, Shiraki show, that if A is a Dieudonn6 complete !tkp ice, then 
is a paracompact p-space srita has recently shown that. if X is an 
-space, then SX, the Dieu n6 completion of X, is a parxompact p- 
space [ 6]_ The puspo~e of this note is tlo show that if the CC mpletcly re- 
gular space X admits a quasi-perfect map onto the Dieudqn ae complete 
semi-metric space Y, then 6X is subparacompact; if in adai! ion, Y is a 
Moore space. then 6X is a sub>aracompact p-space. 
Throughout his note, our spaces are completely regular I’1 sgrgce:s and 
mappings are continuous functions. 
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xtification of X, 
(2). For each x i 9 ,r;,)c x [I]. 
e class of pxacompact p-spaces is the same as the class of paracompact 
-spaces; i.e., X is a paracompact p-space if and only if X admits a per- 
mapping onto a metric space. 
A regular “F, space is ;a Moore space if there is a sequence G,, G,, . . . of 
open covers of X such t,lat for each x in X the collection {st(x, G,)I YI = 
1,2, . ..I is a local base for x. 
ace Is subparacornpact if each open cover of X is ref’ked 
by a &discrete cover of X. The class of :subparacompact spaces were in- 
cAuley in [a], w ere he referred to a subparacompact 
space as an F,-screenable space. 
Suppose that f is a mapping taking the space X on to the 
space Y ani g is a mapping taking the space Y on to the space Z such that 
gef is quasi-perfect. Theu g is quasi-per&t. 
g is closed, let W be a closed subset of Y. T 
)) is closed. Now, if 
g-1 (z) = f((J*g)-J (2)) 
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Now, to see tk!t fxg is closed, let .H be 8 closed subset of X and let x 
be a poi.nt of X such that vXg)(x) is a limit point of (fxg) (H). S%ce Y 
md Z are first countable, Aif,g) is first coutltable; and so, there is a se- 
quence x1, x2,, .. . of points of H such that (f:Kg) (x,), (fog), . . . con- 
verges to (fXg)(x). By the continuity offXg, it must be the case that 
{xl, x2, . ..I has no limit point. But, s:ince f is closed and since f(xl ), 
fTx2), ‘** converges to J’(X), there is an. integer IV such that if m > IV, then 
x,, is in f -‘(f(x)). But, f--l v(x)) is ct2untably compact; thus, 
(xN9xff+r, xN+.2, 8.. } h,as a limit point, which is a contradiction from which 
it follows that fxg is closed. 
Lemm 2.3. Suppose that f is a qmzsi-perfect map from X onto the Dietc- 
donne’complete treukompact, resp. 1 semi-metrizable space Y and g is a 
mapping fkom X onto the semi-mtr.kabIe space M. 7’h’erf Acf, g) is Diets- 
dorm! compkte (realcompact, resp. i: 
roof. Let ry denote the projection of Ayl g) onto Y. Then f = wy.~g). 
According to Lemma X1:, ny is quasi-perfect. However, since Atf g) is 
semi-metrizable and since countably compact subsets of s:mi-metkabltr: 
spaces are compact, it is true that ?ry is perfect. Accordingly, A(f, g) i.s 
Dieudonn6 complete (realcompact, resp.). 
For notation and fundamental properties of inverse :;ystems and in- 
verse limits, see [ 61. 
a 2, . Suppose that f Xa, Cf;l A 1 I:s ara iwerse system over the 
set A such that if 6 < a are in A, &en f; is perfect and onto. Then 
etch c in A, the projectiopl map.P, taking inv lim IX”, Et, 
perfect and onto. 
The argument for Lemma 2.41. is essen 
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Suppose thut F is a quasi-perfect ~~ppi~g from the space 
udonne’ mm~kte semi-rnetmabk spwe Y. Then the ex- 
tenskm 2% 0fF over 6X is a perfect mapping. Ah, if Y is realco,rlzpact, 
. Let Z denote the class of ieudonne complete semi-metrizable 
let Z* denote the class of realcomp ct semi-metrizable spaces. 
Let C,>‘cX, Z) (q&X, P= *), resp.) denote the class of quasi-perfect mappings 
taking X onto members of E (Z*, resp.). Note that CP Z*) is a sub- 
X, 2). By hypothesis, C,(X, JlYJ is not empt f f is in C,(X,Z), 
11 denote the image of /‘., Let < be the partial ordering on 
defined by f< g if and only 
onto Xf such that f = 6?*g. Let R be t 
there is a mapping 69 taking X8 
equivalence relation defined on 
Cp(X, Z) by cf, g) E R if and only if f < .e and g < f. Clearly, the family 
of equivalence classes defined by R is a set. Let C” (X, Z)(C~ (X, C *), 
resp.) be a set obtained by takin e and onl;: one member from each 
equivalence class m C,<X, C)(C,( *), resp.). It should be noted that 
if f < ,g and g < f, then SF is the inverse cc fi{. 
Now it follows from Lemma 2.2 that if f and g are in C’(X,Z), then 
is quasi-herfect. According to Lemm;i 2.3, A(j; g) is Dieudonne com- 
e if f and g are in G,(X, E) and ACf, g) is realcompact if f and g are in 
CP(X,Z*); and so, since j*< f Xg and g < .fXg, it follows that both 
CI, (X, C*) are directed by <.  Thus, we have inverse systems 
C)IandIXf, $ Cb(X, Z*)> Let T denote the function taking 
product space I ~;(x,$‘j liefined by 
*) is not empty, let T e ,mte the similarly defined func- 
T* are continua 
T(X) 1s dense in inv lim IX+ 6{, CL (dK C 
T*(X) is dense in inv lim {X,; 6;, Cfi (X, 
)} is a completion of X and if Y is real 
) } is a realcompactification of X. 
, C&IF, X)1 is the ieudonng completion of . 
X, suppose that M’ is a metric space and that h is a mapping taking Y on- 
to M. Then according to Lemmas 2.2,2.3, FXh is in C&Y, Z). Let ,Q’ be 
the element in C’(X, Z) such that FX h < h’ and h’ < FXh. Let Ph# be 
the projection of inv lim I$, 6{, Ci(X, Z)) onto 4Q (it is seen below that 
projection maps are onto). Let 1~~ be the projection of A(F’, h) ontoM 
Then for each x in X, h(x) = (II--~ l Sh,‘, h 8 Ph’ * T)(x). 
In a similar fash,on, if Y is realcompact 9 it can be seen that if /I is a 
map from X onto the metric space M, then there is a map h taking inv 
lim CXf, $, C&c, Z*) I onto M. Thus, inv lim iXf, g, CL(X, Z*) 1 is the 
Dieudonne completion of X, but since it is realcompact, it must be the 
case that 6X = uX. 
Finally, in order to show that 6F is perfect, we will first show that 
each projection ma:p Pf is perfect. According to L,emma 2. II, each of th.e 
bonding maps, 6i, is qt&-perfect. But, since each of the coordinate 
spaces is semi-mctrizable, each of the bonding maps is perfect. Thus, each 
of the projection maps is perfect by Lemma 2.4. Now, let F’ be the mem- 
ber of CL(X, Z) suclz that F’ 4: F and F < F’. Let PFt denote the projec- 
tion of inv lim { Xf, lip, C&X, IT)> onto X”‘. Since PFt is perfect and since 
6:’ is a h.omeomorphism, 6;‘~ 1-$ = 6 F is perfect. 
? 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that j” is a q:uzsi-perfect mapping froMz the space X 
onto the Dieudonnk complete (‘reakompact, resp. I semi-met&able space 
Y. Then 6X (vX, resp. ) is sulbparacompact. Indeed, if Y is a DiczrdowG 
complete Moore spdxe, then ISX @X, resp. ) is a subparacompact p-splxe: 
oaf. According to Theore,m 3.1. 6j’ is a perfect mapp g* It follows fl?mi 
orem 3.21 that 6X is subparaco ieudonne’ cm- 
oore space, then it fo!fows fro is’ a 
subparacompact p-space. 
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